Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) afflicts approximately 3.5% of the general population of the United States.^[@bibr1-2470547019850166]^ By definition, PTSD is a disorder that occurs in individuals who have been exposed to a traumatic experience. A wide range of events, e.g., natural disasters, terrorist attacks, and sexual abuse, can trigger the onset of PTSD, and not surprisingly, the disorder is particularly prevalent (∼20%) in combat-exposed veterans.^[@bibr2-2470547019850166][@bibr3-2470547019850166][@bibr4-2470547019850166]--[@bibr5-2470547019850166]^ Approximately one third of people diagnosed with PTSD have a severe form of the disorder^[@bibr1-2470547019850166]^ and experience debilitating symptoms that disrupt family dynamics, other social interactions, and workplace functioning.^[@bibr6-2470547019850166],[@bibr7-2470547019850166]^ Frequently, PTSD occurs in conjunction with depressive and anxiety symptomatology and/or substance abuse.^[@bibr1-2470547019850166]^ In addition, increased suicidal ideation and behaviors occur in association with PTSD,^[@bibr8-2470547019850166]^ and the risk for suicide is significantly higher in military veterans with PTSD relative to the general population.^[@bibr9-2470547019850166]^

Neurobiologic studies of PTSD have largely focused on the amygdala and hippocampus as reviewed in detail elsewhere.^[@bibr10-2470547019850166],[@bibr11-2470547019850166]^ Among other functions, the amygdala mediates emotion-related processing, including fear conditioning and extinction, while the hippocampus plays an important role in providing contextual memory for emotion-related processes.^[@bibr12-2470547019850166][@bibr13-2470547019850166][@bibr14-2470547019850166]--[@bibr15-2470547019850166]^ Major PTSD-related alterations have been found in these regions, including hyperactivity of the amygdala in response to trauma- and non-trauma-related, emotionally charged stimuli,^[@bibr10-2470547019850166],[@bibr11-2470547019850166],[@bibr16-2470547019850166][@bibr17-2470547019850166]--[@bibr18-2470547019850166]^ although the findings are not entirely consistent. Smaller hippocampal volume in association with PTSD is perhaps the most replicated pathologic correlate of the disease,^[@bibr19-2470547019850166][@bibr20-2470547019850166]--[@bibr21-2470547019850166]^ whereas both hippocampal activation and deactivation have been reported in PTSD during exposure to emotion-laden stimuli or during performance of memory tasks.^[@bibr10-2470547019850166],[@bibr22-2470547019850166]^

To examine the role of frontal lobe in PTSD, an internet search was conducted using the terms "PTSD" and "MRI" and encompassing the years 2000--2018. Note that a few seminal articles published earlier are included as these were referenced multiple times in the more recent literature. Studies were included if they reported a structural or functional comparison between individuals diagnosed with PTSD and a comparison group of either trauma-exposed or trauma-naïve participants. Studies of PTSD in which participants were children or adolescents were excluded. In addition, only functional connectivity studies that shed further light on the structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings in the frontal lobe have been included.

This review spotlights the role of the frontal cortex in PTSD in order to further explore the neurobiologic substrates of PTSD dysfunction. We focus on three frontal lobe circuits that have been identified as important to understand the PTSD symptomatology^[@bibr17-2470547019850166],[@bibr23-2470547019850166],[@bibr24-2470547019850166]^: (1) the conditioned fear extinction circuit, (2) the salience circuit, and (3) the mood circuit---and review the literature on morphologic and functional alterations in the frontal lobe nodes of these circuits. Our goal is to forge a link between the burgeoning literature on neuroimaging findings in PTSD and known functional circuits in the frontal lobe to better understand the neurobiologic underpinnings of the disease.

Fear Conditioned Extinction Circuitry {#sec1-2470547019850166}
=====================================

It has been hypothesized that the circuitry of fear conditioning and fear conditioned extinction are intimately involved in the pathology of PTSD.^[@bibr25-2470547019850166],[@bibr26-2470547019850166]^ Fear conditioning, which is the pairing of a negative, unconditioned stimulus (UC) to a neutral, conditioned stimulus (CS), is critically mediated by the basolateral amygdala.^[@bibr12-2470547019850166]^ In PTSD, the unconditioned negative stimulus is the traumatic event, and the conditioned stimuli are the sights, sounds, and other sensory experiences that occur concurrently with the event. In normal subjects, physiological responses, such as visceral, cardiac, visual, and auditory sensations, that are associated with fear re-experiencing are gradually "extinguished" by an active re-learning process. In PTSD, a failure to extinguish these fear responses contributes to the persistent physical and cognitive symptoms of re-experiencing the trauma, including increased autonomic arousal and phobic behaviors.^[@bibr25-2470547019850166]^ Importantly, extinction of conditioned fear is achieved by the formation of new memories, not by erasure of the initial fear conditioned association.^[@bibr27-2470547019850166],[@bibr28-2470547019850166]^ Furthermore, although initial extinction is a function of the basolateral amygdala,^[@bibr29-2470547019850166]^ memory or recall of extinction is modulated by a circuit involving the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), a cortical region equivalent to the infralimbic cortex in rodents.^[@bibr14-2470547019850166],[@bibr17-2470547019850166],[@bibr28-2470547019850166],[@bibr30-2470547019850166]^ The human vmPFC encompasses the subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC, BA25), the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC, BA32), the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC, BA10), and the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC, BA11). In particular, the sgACC has been implicated in human studies of retention of fear extinction.^[@bibr30-2470547019850166]^

The amygdalar circuitry involved in fear conditioning is located primarily in the basolateral amygdala ([Figure 1](#fig1-2470547019850166){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr12-2470547019850166],[@bibr31-2470547019850166],[@bibr32-2470547019850166]^ Prominently involved regions include the lateral (LA), basal (B), accessory basal (AB), and central (CE) nuclei as well as the intercalated cell masses (ICM).^[@bibr32-2470547019850166]^ Nocioceptive information reaches LA, AB, and CE through the spinal cord, brain stem, thalamus, and cortex. Neutral sensory information, e.g., from the auditory thalamus and cortex, is conveyed mainly to LA. Contextual information from the hippocampus is transmitted to LA, as well as to B and AB. Thus, the convergence of UC (nocioceptive input) with CS (other sensory information) and integration of UC with contextual information involves LA, B, and AB. During fear conditioning, LA disinhibits the output of CE neurons, although LA projects only indirectly to CE via ICM or B.^[@bibr33-2470547019850166]^ As the major output nucleus of the basolateral amygdala, CE projections mediate the entire panoply of fear behaviors. CE stimulates hypothalamic and brain stem regions that govern blood pressure control, respiration, freezing behavior, and the release of adrenal stress hormones and projects to monoaminergic nuclei that may alter perception and cognition via thalamic and cortical modulation.^[@bibr12-2470547019850166],[@bibr31-2470547019850166]^ Figure 1.Conditioned fear extinction circuitry. Fear conditioning is mediated in the basolateral amygdala where nocioceptive information is integrated with auditory and visual sensory information, as well as contextual information from the hippocampus. Fear conditioned responses are enacted via efferents to the hypothalamus and brain stem. Extinction of fear conditioning involves new learning in the vmPFC (shaded area), including cingulate ((Brodmann area (BA)25, BA32)) and orbitofrontal cortices (BA10 and BA11), and projections of the vmPFC to the amygdala to curtail the fear conditioned output of the amygdala. Frontal area designations according to Ongur and Price.^[@bibr38-2470547019850166]^ AB: accessory basal nucleus; B: basal nucleus; CE: central nucleus; ICM: intercalated cell masses; LA: lateral nucleus.

Although the acquisition of the initial stages of conditioned fear extinction occurs within the basolateral amygdala with minimal requirement for additional input, the long-term retention of fear conditioned extinction requires participation of vmPFC-amygdala connections in humans (the infralimbic cortex in rodents).^[@bibr28-2470547019850166],[@bibr34-2470547019850166]^ The vmPFC receives glutaminergic input from the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus, the hippocampus, the basolateral amygdala, and the auditory association cortex. It is hypothesized that exposure to the CS without the US activates glutaminergic inputs to the vmPFC, resulting in long-term potentiation at one or more of these synapses.^[@bibr28-2470547019850166]^ In turn, the vmPFC projects to the amygdala resulting in depressed CE output, perhaps through the activation of ICM inhibitory neurons.^[@bibr28-2470547019850166]^

Salience Circuitry {#sec2-2470547019850166}
==================

Salience circuitry ([Figure 2](#fig2-2470547019850166){ref-type="fig"}) tags sensory information with emotional valence, directs attention to salient stimuli, and governs motor and visceral responses to such stimuli.^[@bibr35-2470547019850166][@bibr36-2470547019850166]--[@bibr37-2470547019850166]^ Functional imaging analyses in human subjects have identified the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC, BA24) and fronto-insular cortex, as designated by Ongur and Price,^[@bibr38-2470547019850166]^ as important links in the "salience network" as defined by functional analyses.^[@bibr39-2470547019850166]^ These same areas appear to be involved in visceral self-awareness, such as the perception of heart rate, suggesting that visceral awareness contributes to evaluation of salience.^[@bibr36-2470547019850166]^ Visceral afferents are relayed through the fronto-insular cortex to the dACC.^[@bibr38-2470547019850166]^ Hyperactivity of the dACC and its associated salience network in PTSD has been postulated to contribute to hypervigilance and inappropriate reactivity to neutral stimuli in PTSD subjects.^[@bibr40-2470547019850166]^ Figure 2.Salience circuitry. Emotional tagging of sensory information occurs in part in the basolateral amygdala where sensory inputs from the thalamus and cortex are integrated with visceral afferents from autonomic centers. The amygdala relays information to the dorsolateral anterior cingulate cortex (dACC, BA24, shaded area) directly and indirectly through the thalamus and fronto-insular cortices (BA13, Iam, Iapm, Ial; shaded area); the insular cortex, especially Ia, also receives direct visceral input. Widespread efferents from the dACC then imbue salience to cognitive and motor circuitry through output projections to the striatum, thalamus, and associational cortices. Endocrine and visceral responses are conveyed through reciprocal projections to the amygdala and to subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC, BA25), an area with projections to the hypothalamus and brain stem. Frontal area designations according to Ongur and Price.^[@bibr38-2470547019850166]^ AB: accessory basal nucleus; B: basal nucleus; CE: central nucleus; ICM: intercalated cell masses; LA: lateral nucleus.

Classically, the dACC has been considered part of the Papez circuit, linking medial temporal, thalamic, and cortical areas in a network for emotional processing.^[@bibr41-2470547019850166]^ The dACC has both direct and indirect amygdala afferents, with the latter relayed through the anterior medial nucleus of the thalamus,^[@bibr42-2470547019850166],[@bibr43-2470547019850166]^ establishing the dACC as an important structure in the mediation of emotion-guided behavior. The emotional tagging of inputs likely occurs in the amygdala through the integration of somatic sensory input with visceral input from the autonomic system.^[@bibr44-2470547019850166]^ Nuclei in the basolateral amygdala, in particular B and AB, relay this viscerally tagged sensory input to the dACC.^[@bibr42-2470547019850166]^ The dACC, in turn, is uniquely positioned to influence somatic motor, endocrine, and visceral autonomic output through projections to cortical and striatal areas, to the amygdala, and to the periaqueductal gray matter and the sgACC.^[@bibr45-2470547019850166][@bibr46-2470547019850166]--[@bibr47-2470547019850166]^ The dACC itself may impart emotional salience on higher order cognitive processing via links to the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus, as well as connections with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and posterior cingulate and parietal cortices.^[@bibr45-2470547019850166],[@bibr48-2470547019850166],[@bibr49-2470547019850166]^

Mood Circuitry {#sec3-2470547019850166}
==============

Altered mood is an important aspect of PTSD that may be mediated in part by orbitofrontal and medial cortical networks ([Figure 3](#fig3-2470547019850166){ref-type="fig"}). Postmortem and neuroimaging studies of major depressive disorder have identified the OFC, dlPFC, and cingulate cortices as pathologic sites in depression.^[@bibr50-2470547019850166],[@bibr51-2470547019850166]^ Emphasis has been placed on the sgACC as a critical node and a target for deep brain stimulation treatment of the disorder.^[@bibr51-2470547019850166]^ The lateral OFC is important in integrating multi-sensory inputs related to food intake with emotional tagging from the amygdala.^[@bibr38-2470547019850166],[@bibr52-2470547019850166]^ Thus, decision-making that is guided by emotion and the reward properties of a stimulus is thought to be a core function of orbital areas. In accordance with this functional role, the OFC projects to a ventromedial diagonal swath of the rostral caudate and putamen, notably the same striatal region that receives input from the dACC and a striatal domain that has been associated with reward and motivation.^[@bibr47-2470547019850166],[@bibr53-2470547019850166],[@bibr54-2470547019850166]^ Although the sgACC receives limited direct projections from the dlPFC, OFC, and medial frontal cortices,^[@bibr55-2470547019850166]^ robust connectivity between the sgACC and dACC, an area that is densely reciprocally connected with the dlPFC and OFC, may facilitate the integration of emotion-driven sensory experiences with higher order cognitive processing. The sgACC is a major hub in the control of autonomic and endocrine function via projections to the brain stem and hypothalamus.^[@bibr45-2470547019850166],[@bibr46-2470547019850166]^ In addition, the sgACC projects into the ventral striatopallidal loop, specifically the shell of the nucleus accumbens, which is important for goal-directed behavior, behavioral sensitization, and altered affective states.^[@bibr47-2470547019850166]^ Notably, the shell has extensive projections to midbrain dopamine neurons through which the sgACC can indirectly influence multiple cortical and striatal systems via dopaminergic modulation.^[@bibr54-2470547019850166]^ Figure 3.Mood circuitry. The lateral orbital frontal cortex (OFC, shaded area) receives input from virtually all senses, including those related to food intake such as gustatory and olfactory information. These sensory inputs are integrated with limbic input from the amygdala and hippocampus that impart emotional and contextual importance. The OFC influences cognitive and motor activity through outputs to the striatum, thalamus, and associational cortices as well as reciprocal connections with the amygdala and hippocampal formation. The OFC also relays information via dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC, BA24) to the subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC, BA25), a major output node of the mood network that influences the autonomic system via the hypothalamus and brain stem and the reward system via the ventral striatum. Frontal area designations according to Ongur and Price.^[@bibr38-2470547019850166]^ AB: accessory basal nucleus; B: basal nucleus; CE: central nucleus; ICM: intercalated cell masses; LA: lateral nucleus.

Structural and Functional Abnormalities in PTSD {#sec4-2470547019850166}
===============================================

MRI has been used to examine structural and functional changes in the frontal lobe associated with PTSD relative to trauma-exposed and trauma-naïve comparison groups ([Tables 1](#table1-2470547019850166){ref-type="table"} to [3](#table3-2470547019850166){ref-type="table"}). The frontal lobe circuitry that has been theoretically implicated in conditioned fear extinction features prominently in PTSD neuroimaging findings. For example, ample evidence implicates the vmPFC, the frontal region critical to extinction, in abnormalities associated with PTSD. Smaller volume and reduced cortical thickness of rACC and sgACC have been observed in PTSD.^[@bibr56-2470547019850166][@bibr57-2470547019850166][@bibr58-2470547019850166][@bibr59-2470547019850166][@bibr60-2470547019850166][@bibr61-2470547019850166][@bibr62-2470547019850166][@bibr63-2470547019850166][@bibr64-2470547019850166][@bibr65-2470547019850166][@bibr66-2470547019850166]--[@bibr67-2470547019850166]^ The altered activity patterns observed in the vmPFC and dmPFC in PTSD during exposure to negative imagery, which include both increases and decreases in activation, suggest that medial prefrontal cortical regions are also functionally impaired.^[@bibr16-2470547019850166],[@bibr40-2470547019850166],[@bibr68-2470547019850166][@bibr69-2470547019850166][@bibr70-2470547019850166][@bibr71-2470547019850166][@bibr72-2470547019850166][@bibr73-2470547019850166][@bibr74-2470547019850166][@bibr75-2470547019850166][@bibr76-2470547019850166][@bibr77-2470547019850166][@bibr78-2470547019850166][@bibr79-2470547019850166][@bibr80-2470547019850166][@bibr81-2470547019850166]--[@bibr82-2470547019850166]^ Furthermore, when participants with PTSD engage in cognitive tasks in the presence of negative distractors, cognitive conflict, or attentional demands, abnormalities in functional activation of vmPFC emerge.^[@bibr78-2470547019850166],[@bibr83-2470547019850166][@bibr84-2470547019850166][@bibr85-2470547019850166][@bibr86-2470547019850166][@bibr87-2470547019850166][@bibr88-2470547019850166][@bibr89-2470547019850166][@bibr90-2470547019850166][@bibr91-2470547019850166]--[@bibr92-2470547019850166]^ Most notably, the vmPFC is overactive in PTSD during fear conditioning^[@bibr93-2470547019850166]^ yet under-active during fear conditioned extinction.^[@bibr94-2470547019850166]^ Increased functional connectivity between the amygdala and the vmPFC has been observed in the resting state in PTSD.^[@bibr95-2470547019850166],[@bibr96-2470547019850166]^ During exposure to fearful emotional faces, personal trauma scripts, or triggered intense autobiographical memories, increased functional connectivity between the amygdala and the vmPFC has been reported in PTSD.^[@bibr97-2470547019850166][@bibr98-2470547019850166]--[@bibr99-2470547019850166]^ These findings may indicate greater amygdalar influence over the frontal cortex in mediation of fear extinction in PTSD. Note, however, that one study found decreased functional connectivity between the amygdala and the vmPFC when participants with PTSD viewed emotional faces.^[@bibr100-2470547019850166]^ Table 1.Frontal lobe structural MRI findings in PTSD.ReferencesPTSDControlsGenderTraumaMethodsFindingsBARauch et al.^[@bibr56-2470547019850166]^99 TEFCombat nursingROISmaller vol rACC, sgACC32, 25Yamasue et al.^[@bibr104-2470547019850166]^916 TEM, FSubway sarinVBM/SPMSmaller dACC24Corbo et al.^[@bibr57-2470547019850166]^14 acute14 TNM, FUnspecified civilianVBM and ROIVBM: smaller vol rACC, dACC, insula ROI: no difference in rACC, dACC shape changes explain discrepancy32, 24Chen et al.^[@bibr105-2470547019850166]^1212 TEM, FFireVBM/SPMSmaller dACC, insula24Kitayama et al.^[@bibr58-2470547019850166]^813 TNM, FAbuseROISmaller rACC + dACC no difference dACC alone32/24Hakamata et al.^[@bibr101-2470547019850166]^14100 TE 70 TNFBreast cancerVBMvs. TN, TE, smaller mOFC11Bryant et al.^[@bibr59-2470547019850166]^1313 TE 13 TNM, FMixed civilianVBMSmaller vol rACC in PTSD non-responsive to CBT32Geuze et al.^[@bibr114-2470547019850166]^2525 TEMCombatROIReduced cortical thickness, dlPFC, vlPFC9, 8, 46, 45, 44, 47Kasai et al.^[@bibr60-2470547019850166]^1818 TN twins 23 TE 23 TN twins of TEMCombatVBM/SPMvs. all controls, smaller vol rACC vs. TE, smaller anterior and middle insula32Felmingham et al.^[@bibr61-2470547019850166]^2117 TEM, FMixed civilianVBM/SPMSmaller rACC, dACC, dmPFC, OFC32, 24 NSEckart et al.^[@bibr106-2470547019850166]^2019 TE 13 TNMRefugeeROIvs. TN, smaller dACC24Chen et al.^[@bibr107-2470547019850166]^10 acute10 TE 20 TNM,FCoal mine floodVBM/SPMSmaller dACC24Herringa et al.^[@bibr62-2470547019850166]^1315 TEMCombatVBMSmaller sgACC, insula, dmPFC25, 10Rocha-Rego et al.^[@bibr63-2470547019850166]^1616 TEM, FUrban violenceVBMSmaller rACC, dlPFC32, 6Bing et al.^[@bibr64-2470547019850166]^2020 TNM, FMotor vehicleFreeSurferReduced cortical thickness rACC, vmPFC, vlPFC32, 10, 45Chao et al.^[@bibr108-2470547019850166]^34 vets43 TE 75 TN 34 rPTSDM, FCombatFreeSurfervs. TN, rPTSD: smaller caudal dACC, insula vs. TE, smaller caudal dACC24Nardo et al.^[@bibr65-2470547019850166]^1517 TEM, FOccupationalVBMSmaller rACC, dlPFC32, 46Baldacara et al.^[@bibr109-2470547019850166]^3232 TEM, FUrban violenceFreeSurferSmaller rACC, dACC32, 24Chalavi et al.^[@bibr110-2470547019850166]^1628 TNFInterpersonalFreeSurferSmaller frontal lobe, insulaMueller et al.^[@bibr66-2470547019850166]^4045 TEMCombatFreeSurferReduced cortical thickness rACC,32Sussman et al.^[@bibr115-2470547019850166]^2324 TEMCombatLobe-based and vertex-basedReduced cortical thickness dlPFC vlPFCNSO\'Doherty et al.^[@bibr67-2470547019850166]^2525 TN 25 TEM,FUnspecifiedVBMSmaller dACC, rACC, mOFC vmPFC, dlPFC, insula24, 32, 11 10, 9, 46, 8 13, 14[^1] Table 3.Frontal lobe functional connectivity findings in PTSD.ReferencesPTSDControlsGenderTraumaTaskMethod/seed regionsFunctional connectivity (seed to target)Gilboa et al.^[@bibr97-2470547019850166]^1010 TEM,FRoad or work accidentsPersonal neutral and trauma scriptsPET/amyg/BA10For neutral scripts, incr corr BA10 to BA24, BA25 For trauma scripts, incr corr amyg to BA24,BA25Simmons et al.^[@bibr113-2470547019850166]^1515 TNFIntimate partnerCued anticipation of negative imagesfMRI/ant insula/ant and middle insuladecr corr ant insula to amyg decr corr ant and middle insula to amygBluhm et al.^[@bibr122-2470547019850166]^1715 TNFEarly lifeResting statefMRI/BA31- precuneus/BA32decr corr PCC-precuneus to BA10, BA11 BA6,BA8, BA9 decr corr BA32 to PCC, mPFC (BA NS)Daniels et al.^[@bibr102-2470547019850166]^1212 TNNSNSN-back working memoryfMRI/BA32/BA31For working memory vs. control condition, incr corr PCC to BA10, BA19, BA37 incr corr BA32 to hippo, BA20, BA35 decr corr PCC to BA8, BA9, BA10, BA22, BA31, BA23, BA30 decr corr BA32 to BA6, BA11Fonzo et al.^[@bibr98-2470547019850166]^1212 TNFIntimate partner violenceEmotional face matchingfMRI/amyg BA24/insulaFor fearful relative to happy faces, incr corr amyg to BA25 decr corr amyg to insula decr corr BA24 to ant insula incr corr BA24 to post insula decr corr insula to amygSt. Jacques et al.^[@bibr99-2470547019850166]^1514 TNM,FNSAuditory cue- triggered AMfMRI/vmPFCFor intense positive AMs, decr corr vmPFC (BA NS) to amyg For intense negative AMs, incr corr vmPFC (BA NS) to amygSripada et al.^[@bibr95-2470547019850166]^1514 TEMCombatResting statefMRI/amygincr corr amyg to insula, BA32 decr corr amyg to BA47Chen and Etkin^[@bibr123-2470547019850166]^1738 TN 39 GADM,FNSresting statefMRI/ ant hippo/ post hippovs. TN, decr corr ant hippo to BA24, BA6 decr corr post hippo to BA32 vs. GAD, decr corr post hippo to BA32Stevens et al.^[@bibr100-2470547019850166]^2020 TEFCivilianEmotional facesfMRI/amygFor fearful vs. neutral faces, decr corr amyg to BA25, BA11 incr corr amyg to BA9Brown et al.^[@bibr96-2470547019850166]^2022 TEM,FCombatResting statefMRI/BLA/CMAincr corr BLA to BA32, BA8, BA10, BA24 decr corr BLA to vlPFC (BA NS)Zhu et al.^[@bibr103-2470547019850166]^27 21 coMDD37 TEM,FMixed civilianResting statefMIR/BLA/CMA/NAccFor PTSD + PTSD-coMCC vs. TE, decr corr BLA to OFC (BA NS) decr corr CMA to thal For PTSD-coMDD vs. TE, decr corr BLA to OFC (BA NS) decr corr NAcc to thal, hippo[^2]

Structural and functional changes in the mOFC have also been reported in PTSD. In women who developed PTSD symptomatology after breast cancer surgery, the BA11 region of the OFC was smaller than that of trauma-naive controls or resilient cancer patients, and the deficits were directly correlated to the greater elevation of PTSD symptoms.^[@bibr101-2470547019850166]^ Because cancer- and surgery-related PTSD is a less common and sometimes controversial form of PTSD, these findings require replication in another PTSD cohort. Diminished activity in the mOFC in PTSD has been observed during trauma-related and emotionally valenced exposures.^[@bibr40-2470547019850166],[@bibr74-2470547019850166],[@bibr76-2470547019850166]^ The mOFC is also under-activated during the performance of a memory task when emotionally laden stimuli are employed.^[@bibr84-2470547019850166]^ Moreover, altered functional connectivity of the mOFC with other frontal regions during executive task performance has been associated with PTSD.^[@bibr124-2470547019850166],[@bibr102-2470547019850166]^ Resting state functional connectivity between the mOFC and the basolateral amygdala is decreased by 50% in PTSD, and connectivity is inversely associated with PTSD symptoms.^[@bibr103-2470547019850166]^ Functional connectivity between the amygdala and the mOFC is also decreased during viewing of emotion-evoking faces.^[@bibr100-2470547019850166]^ Finally, a postmortem analysis of spine density in the mOFC uncovered a shift in spine populations, resulting in a greater density of stubby spines in brains from individuals with a diagnosis of PTSD subjects compared to those without.^[@bibr125-2470547019850166]^ These findings suggest that neuroplasticity may be altered in frontal circuitry related to emotion processing in PTSD.

Salience circuitry is also prominently impacted in PTSD. For starters, there is near uniform consensus that dACC volume is diminished in PTSD.^[@bibr57-2470547019850166],[@bibr61-2470547019850166],[@bibr104-2470547019850166][@bibr105-2470547019850166][@bibr106-2470547019850166][@bibr107-2470547019850166][@bibr108-2470547019850166]--[@bibr109-2470547019850166]^ Meta-analyses have confirmed findings of smaller dACC volume in people diagnosed with PTSD.^[@bibr19-2470547019850166],[@bibr126-2470547019850166][@bibr127-2470547019850166]--[@bibr128-2470547019850166]^ Reduced volume of the insular cortex has also been observed in PTSD.^[@bibr57-2470547019850166],[@bibr60-2470547019850166],[@bibr62-2470547019850166],[@bibr105-2470547019850166],[@bibr108-2470547019850166],[@bibr110-2470547019850166]^ Functionally, altered activation of the dACC and insular cortex in PTSD occurs during exposure to negative imagery.^[@bibr40-2470547019850166],[@bibr71-2470547019850166],[@bibr75-2470547019850166],[@bibr76-2470547019850166],[@bibr79-2470547019850166][@bibr80-2470547019850166][@bibr81-2470547019850166]--[@bibr82-2470547019850166]^ During executive task performance, participants with PTSD exhibit abnormal activity in the dACC,^[@bibr85-2470547019850166],[@bibr88-2470547019850166],[@bibr89-2470547019850166],[@bibr94-2470547019850166],[@bibr111-2470547019850166]^ as well as in the insula.^[@bibr90-2470547019850166],[@bibr112-2470547019850166]^ In the resting state, increased connectivity of the dACC and the insula with the amygdala has been observed in PTSD,^[@bibr95-2470547019850166],[@bibr96-2470547019850166]^ perhaps indicating an increased relay of emotionally valenced information to frontal nodes of the salience circuit. Likewise, amygdala connectivity with the dACC is enhanced in PTSD participants when listening to trauma scripts.^[@bibr97-2470547019850166]^ However, during performance of emotion-laden tasks, diminished connectivity among nodes of the salience circuit, i.e., the amygdala, the dACC, and the anterior insula, has been observed.^[@bibr98-2470547019850166],[@bibr113-2470547019850166]^ Thus, the opposite directionality in findings may indicate that, in PTSD, salience circuitry is overactive at rest and underactive during some emotionally charged situations.

With regard to mood circuitry, the sgACC is implicated in PTSD pathology by findings of decreased volume of the sgACC^[@bibr56-2470547019850166],[@bibr62-2470547019850166]^ and altered activation of the sgACC during exposure to negative imagery.^[@bibr68-2470547019850166],[@bibr70-2470547019850166],[@bibr71-2470547019850166]^ During performance of cognitive tasks that include emotionally valenced stimuli, decreased activity has been observed in the sgACC in PTSD participants^[@bibr84-2470547019850166],[@bibr85-2470547019850166],[@bibr89-2470547019850166]^; in contrast, increased sgACC activity has been found during fear conditioning in PTSD.^[@bibr93-2470547019850166]^ When PTSD participants listen to personal trauma scripts, increased functional connectivity between the amygdala and the sgACC has been described.^[@bibr97-2470547019850166]^ When fearful faces are viewed, decreased connectivity between the amygdala and the sgACC has been reported.^[@bibr100-2470547019850166]^ However, in a matching task that utilizes emotional faces, increased amygdala connectivity with the sgACC was found.^[@bibr98-2470547019850166]^ From a more general perspective, alterations in the structural integrity of the cingulum bundle, the uncinate fasciculus, and other frontal tracts^[@bibr129-2470547019850166][@bibr130-2470547019850166][@bibr131-2470547019850166][@bibr132-2470547019850166][@bibr133-2470547019850166][@bibr134-2470547019850166]--[@bibr135-2470547019850166]^ lend further support for the premise that impoverished connectivity in frontal lobe circuitry may underlie important aspects of behavioral disturbance in PTSD.^[@bibr136-2470547019850166]^

Although the preponderance of evidence supports a role of the emotion-related circuitry in the frontal lobe in PTSD, some findings suggest that PTSD impacts the frontal regions associated with cognitive and executive functioning. For example, structural neuroimaging findings largely implicate the cingulate cortices and insula ([Table 1](#table1-2470547019850166){ref-type="table"}); however, several studies have found smaller volume or reduced cortical thickness in individuals diagnosed with PTSD in the lateral prefrontal cortices.^[@bibr63-2470547019850166],[@bibr65-2470547019850166],[@bibr67-2470547019850166],[@bibr114-2470547019850166],[@bibr115-2470547019850166]^ Likewise, functional neuroimaging studies have found changes in activity in the dlPFC and vlPFC in response to negative stimuli^[@bibr68-2470547019850166],[@bibr71-2470547019850166],[@bibr72-2470547019850166],[@bibr75-2470547019850166],[@bibr76-2470547019850166],[@bibr78-2470547019850166],[@bibr116-2470547019850166]^; altered activity has even been reported in the motor cortex.^[@bibr126-2470547019850166],[@bibr117-2470547019850166]^ Perhaps not surprisingly, abnormal activity patterns in the dlPFC and vlPFC are most often observed in participants with PTSD when they engage in cognitive tasks, particularly those involving working memory.^[@bibr78-2470547019850166],[@bibr84-2470547019850166][@bibr85-2470547019850166]--[@bibr86-2470547019850166],[@bibr88-2470547019850166][@bibr89-2470547019850166][@bibr90-2470547019850166]--[@bibr91-2470547019850166],[@bibr118-2470547019850166][@bibr119-2470547019850166][@bibr120-2470547019850166]--[@bibr121-2470547019850166]^ One particularly enlightening study found that participants with PTSD fail to activate portions of the executive network, including the dlPFC, during a task requiring working memory.^[@bibr88-2470547019850166]^ At the same time, these same participants show a pattern of hyperactivity in the executive network while performing a memory-independent task that normally does not activate the dlPFC.^[@bibr88-2470547019850166]^ Thus, growing evidence suggests that frontal lobe disturbances in PTSD extend beyond those circuits most directly linked to emotion processing. It is well established that optimal cognitive performance is dependent on emotional status, including low stress levels, appropriate attentional focus, and emotional well-being. Indeed, the interdependence of cognition and emotional processing reflects the degree of connectivity of emotion-processing and cognitive circuits; an example is the central role that the dACC plays in salience and cognitive processing by virtue of dACC connections with the dlPFC and other higher order cortical areas.^[@bibr45-2470547019850166],[@bibr47-2470547019850166][@bibr48-2470547019850166]--[@bibr49-2470547019850166]^ This relationship is further illustrated by the finding that poor neuropsychological performance in participants with PTSD has been associated with reduced functional connectivity between emotion circuitry (rACC and dmPFC) and the executive network (vlPFC).^[@bibr137-2470547019850166]^ The implication of this observation is that disturbances in emotion-laden processing will have ripple effects that result in the deterioration of high-level cognitive processing.

Overall, the findings of altered activity in PTSD highlight the role of frontal lobe circuitry in PTSD dysfunction. However, there are notable inconsistencies among studies that may be due to methodologic factors. Certainly, parameters vary greatly among PTSD studies in terms of the cohorts examined, specifically in the type and recency of trauma exposure ([Tables 1](#table1-2470547019850166){ref-type="table"} to [3](#table3-2470547019850166){ref-type="table"}). Beyond simply the trauma exposure category, there are important differences among studies in cohort subtypes, emotional stimulus protocols, and the composition of the comparison group. With regard to cohort subtype, Lanius et al.^[@bibr74-2470547019850166][@bibr75-2470547019850166]--[@bibr76-2470547019850166]^ examined the activity profile of PTSD participants associated with trauma-driven scripts and found decreased activity in the rACC and medial OFC in PTSD participants of non-specified subtype, whereas a subsequent study found enhanced activity in widespread regions in those with the dissociative subtype of PTSD ([Table 2](#table2-2470547019850166){ref-type="table"}). These studies suggest that hyperarousal and dissociative subtypes of PTSD may have different underlying abnormalities in functional activation, thus in part accounting for the discrepancies among various studies. The results of a meta-analysis point to the possibility that the personal significance of the negative stimuli may also impact brain activation patterns in PTSD. Specifically, participants with PTSD were found to have greater activity in the dACC and decreased activity in widespread areas (BA11, BA10, BA46, and BA44) in response to trauma-related exposure, while negative stimuli that were not related to trauma evoked hyperactivity in the dlPFC (BA6 and BA8) and hypoactivity in the rACC and dmPFC (BA9).^[@bibr40-2470547019850166]^ Finally, whether participants in the comparison group are trauma-exposed or trauma-naive could contribute to the diverse findings, and indeed, some studies found differential activation patterns in these two control groups.^[@bibr119-2470547019850166],[@bibr138-2470547019850166]^ The issue highlighted here is that trauma-exposed individuals who do not develop PTSD are resilient individuals, whereas it is unclear whether trauma-naïve controls are or are not predisposed to developing PTSD because they have not experienced the triggering trauma that elicited symptoms in the PTSD group. Moreover, recent findings suggest that exposure to combat trauma has structural impacts on the brain regardless of a positive diagnosis for PTSD,^[@bibr139-2470547019850166]^ providing further confirmation that trauma-exposed and trauma-naive groups are not equivalent. Table 2.Frontal lobe functional MRI findings in PTSD.ReferencesPTSDControlsGenderTraumaTaskMethodActivation changesBANegative stimuli exposureShin et al.^[@bibr68-2470547019850166]^77 TNMCombatCombat imagesPETincr sgACC decr vlPFC25 44, 45Bremmer et al.^[@bibr70-2470547019850166]^1010 TEMCombatCombat imagesPETdecr sgACC25Bremner et al.^[@bibr71-2470547019850166]^1012 TEFChildhood sexual abusePersonalized trauma scriptsPETincr dlPFC decr sgACC, dACC9, 6 25, 24Shin et al.^[@bibr72-2470547019850166]^88 TEFChildhood sexual abusePersonalized trauma scriptsPETincr vlPFC decr dlPFC, dmPFC47 46, 8, 9, 10Zubieta et al.^[@bibr73-2470547019850166]^1211 TE 12 TNMCombatCombat soundsSPECTincr mPFC9/10Lanius et al.^[@bibr74-2470547019850166]^99 TEM, FSexual abuse/motor vehicleTrauma-related imagesfMRIdecr rACC, vmPFC32, 10/11Lanius et al.^[@bibr75-2470547019850166]^7 Dis10 TNF (1 M TN)Sexual abuseTrauma-related imagesfMRIincr vlPFC, vmPFC, dmPFC, rACC, dACC47, 10, 9, 32, 24Lanius et al.^[@bibr76-2470547019850166]^1010 TENSChildhood sexual abuse or assault/adult motor vehicleTrauma-related or neg. (sad, anxious) imagesfMRIfor trauma-related, decr rACC, dACC, dmPFC, vlPFC for sad, decr rACC, dACC for anxious, decr dACC, dlPFC, vlPFC32, 24, 10, 11, 47 32, 24 24, 9, 46, 47Shin et al.^[@bibr16-2470547019850166]^1719 TEM, FCombat/combat nursingTrauma-related imagesPETdecr mPFC, rACC10, 32Britton et al.^[@bibr77-2470547019850166]^1615 TE, 14 TNMCombatEmotional auto- biographical imagesPETdecr rACC32Shin et al.^[@bibr69-2470547019850166]^1313 TEMCombat/firefightingFearful facesfMRIdecr rACC, vmPFC, dmPFC32, 10, 9Hou et al.^[@bibr78-2470547019850166]^10 acute7 TEMCoal mining accidentTrauma-related imagesfMRIdecr rACC, dmPFC, vlPFC32, 10, 45Bryant et al.^[@bibr79-2470547019850166]^1515 TNM, FMotor vehicle/assaultMasked fearful facesfMRIincr dmPFC, dACC9, 24Aupperle et al.^[@bibr116-2470547019850166]^3734 TNFintimate partner violenceAnticipation of neg. imagesfMRIincr dlPFC, pre-central gyrus decr dlPFC, vlPFC44, 4, 6 46, 47Mazza et al.^[@bibr117-2470547019850166]^1010 TE (all F)M, FEarthquakeNeg. imagesfMRIincr precentral gyrus4Ke et al.^[@bibr80-2470547019850166]^24 acute14 TEMCoal mining accidentTrauma-related imagesfMRIdecr dmPFC, dACC9, 24Dahlgren et al.^[@bibr81-2470547019850166]^1212 TN (twin) 14 TE 14 TN (twin of TE)MCombatNon-combat trauma scriptsfMRIvs. all controls, decr rACC dACC, mPFC32, 24, 8Hall et al.^[@bibr82-2470547019850166]^2121 TEM,FMixed civilianInvoluntary trauma recallfMRIincr vmPFC, dACC24, 10Cognitive performanceShin et al.^[@bibr83-2470547019850166]^88 TEMCombatCounting Stroop with trauma-related vs. negative imagesfMRIdecr rACC32Bremner et al.^[@bibr84-2470547019850166]^1011 TNFChildhood sexual abuseRecall of neg. word vs. neutral wordPETdecr vlPFC, dmPFC, sgACC, rACC47/11, 9, 25, 32Bryant et al.^[@bibr85-2470547019850166]^1414 TNM, FInterpersonal assault/motor vehicle accidentAuditory oddballfMRIincr dACC, rACC ventral dlPFC, ventral dmPFC decr sgACC, dorsal dlPFC dorsal dmPFC24, 32 6, 10, 8, 9 25, 9 25, 8, 9Hou et al.^[@bibr78-2470547019850166]^10 acute7 TEMCoal mining accidentShort-term recall trauma-related imagesfMRIdecr rACC, dmPFC, dlPFC32, 10, 45Falconer et al.^[@bibr111-2470547019850166]^2323 TN 17 TEM, FMixed civilianGo/ No Go inhibitionfMRIvs. TN, decr vlPFC, dlPFC, dACC vs. TE, decr vlPFC, precentral gyrus, dlPFC10, 47, 9, 24 47, 4, 6Geuze et al.^[@bibr86-2470547019850166]^1212 TEMCombatPaired word recallfMRIIn encoding phase, decr dlPFC, vmPFC precentral gyrus In encoding phase, incr dlPFC In retrieval phase, decr vlPFC, precentral gyrus46, 10, 6 9 45, 6Kim et al.^[@bibr87-2470547019850166]^1212 TNM, FSubway fireSame/difference judgment with emotional conflictfMRIdecr rACC32Moores et al.^[@bibr88-2470547019850166]^1312 TNM, Fmixed civilianWM vs. memory for fixed targetfMRIdecr dlPFC, precentral gyrus, dACC, rACC9/46, 6, 24, 32Felmingham et al.^[@bibr89-2470547019850166]^1111 TNM, FAssault/motor vehicle accidentAuditory oddball targets without or with SCRfMRIWithout SCR, incr rACC, dlPFC, vlPFC with SCR, decr sgACC, vlPFC, incr dlPFC, dACC32, 8, 6, 45 25, 44 8, 9, 24Morey et al.^[@bibr118-2470547019850166]^2220 TEM,FCombatWM with trauma-related distractorsfMRIDuring delay, incr dlPFC47New et al.^[@bibr119-2470547019850166]^1414 TEFSexual abuseEffortful modulation of emotion to neg. imagesfMRIdecr dlPFC vs. TN in diminish condition vs. TN, TE in enhance condition6, 9Whalley et al.^[@bibr112-2470547019850166]^1616 TE 16 MDDM,FMixed civilian/combatRecall of objects on neg., pos., or neutral imagesfMRIAcross all conditions, decr dlPFC for neg. vs. neutral images, incr dlPFC for pos. vs. neutral images, incr precentral gyrus, insula46 86 4Bruce et al.^[@bibr90-2470547019850166]^3221 TNFInterpersonalAttention with fearful faces as distractorsfMRIincr insula, rACC, dmPFC, dlPFC13, 32, 10, 9, 8Fani et al.^[@bibr91-2470547019850166]^1819 TEFMixed civilianAttention bias with fearful facesfMRIincr dlPFC, vmPFC,46, 10Blair et al.^[@bibr120-2470547019850166]^1415 TE 19 TNM,FMixed civilianStroop with neg., pos., or neutral distractorsfMRIFor neg. and pos. distractors, decr dlPFC9Offringa et al.^[@bibr92-2470547019850166]^1718 TEM, FMixed civilianStroop with fearful facesfMRIdecr rACC32Rabinak et al.^[@bibr121-2470547019850166]^2121 TEMcombatRegulation of neg. emotionfMRIdecr dlPFC46Fear conditioning/ extinctionMilad et al.^[@bibr94-2470547019850166]^1615 TEM,FMixed combat and civilianFear conditioned extinctionfMRIIn extinction recall phase, decr vmPFC incr dACC10 24Grupe et al.^[@bibr93-2470547019850166]^1617 TEMCombatFear conditioningfMRIincr sgACC, vmPFC25, 10[^3]

Default Mode Network Connectivity in PTSD {#sec5-2470547019850166}
=========================================

In recent years, the role of large-scale networks in normative cerebral function and in the dysfunction associated with psychiatric illness has come to the forefront.^[@bibr140-2470547019850166],[@bibr141-2470547019850166]^ One such network is the default mode network, which includes prominently the posterior cingulate, parietal, and temporal cortices, and like the salience and central executive networks, the default mode network also encompasses frontal regions (BA10, sgACC, rACC, BA9, and dACC).^[@bibr142-2470547019850166]^ The default mode network was originally described as a "ground state" of brain oscillations such that connectivity within the default mode network needed to be overridden before other circuits were activated.^[@bibr142-2470547019850166]^ More recent analyses indicate that the default mode network is engaged in internal mentation, self-referential, and social processes.^[@bibr143-2470547019850166]^

A "triple network hypothesis" has been advanced to suggest that aberrant functioning of the default mode, salience network, and central executive network may constitute a common pathologic mechanism underlying a wide range of neuropsychological disorders.^[@bibr140-2470547019850166]^ With regard to PTSD, some have suggested that activity in the default mode and executive networks is suppressed by overactivity in the salience network.^[@bibr144-2470547019850166],[@bibr145-2470547019850166]^ Several studies of functional connectivity indicate that the default mode network may be compromised in PTSD, and in particular anterior frontal portions of the network show a weakening that correlates with increased PTSD symptom severity.^[@bibr122-2470547019850166],[@bibr123-2470547019850166],[@bibr146-2470547019850166],[@bibr147-2470547019850166]^ Furthermore, altered connectivity between the amygdala and nodes of the default mode network (rACC) and the salience network (dACC) has been described in PTSD.^[@bibr95-2470547019850166]^ Taken together, these studies suggest that processes related to non-task-specific mentation may be abnormal in PTSD.

Limitations {#sec6-2470547019850166}
===========

This review provides an overview of structural and functional abnormalities associated with PTSD in the context of frontal lobe circuitry that has been implicated in the disorder. One limitation of the study is that the literature reviewed may not be comprehensive. Although we attempted to include all relevant studies published between the years 2000 and 2018, it is possible that pertinent studies were missed in the literature search. In addition, this review does not assign greater weight to studies that are methodologically stronger, as for instance studies having large numbers of participants. Finally, only the functional connectivity studies most pertinent to the discussion of frontal lobe structural and functional neuro-imaging findings are included in this review. Nonetheless, we have made every effort to include literature that is representative of the field.

Moreover, this review does not address the important question of whether alterations in frontal lobe structure and function are present before the trauma exposure that results in PTSD. If abnormalities appear before trauma exposure, these alterations may predispose individuals to develop PTSD, whereas abnormalities that appear after onset of the disorder reflect pathologic changes associated with the disorder. Additional studies that examine individuals before and after trauma exposure, e.g., soldiers before and after combat deployment, are needed to address this issue.

Clinical Implications {#sec7-2470547019850166}
=====================

Greater understanding of the frontal circuitry impacted in PTSD could be informative for targeting treatment of the disorder with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). For example, in participants with comorbid PTSD and major depressive disorder, the strength of functional connectivity between specific regions, i.e., sgACC and the default mode network, correlates with the response to TMS stimulation of the dlPFC.^[@bibr148-2470547019850166],[@bibr149-2470547019850166]^ Network analyses have also been useful in predicting effective psychotherapies for PTSD, including cognitive remediation, mindfulness-based stress reduction, and biofeedback.^[@bibr149-2470547019850166]^ The focus of this review on frontal lobe disturbances in activity and connectivity in PTSD may also facilitate development of new pharmacologic therapies to target disruptions in cortical connectivity, much as recent discovery of the novel antidepressant properties of ketamine have been validated by clinical study of glutamate signaling and prefrontal functional connectivity.^[@bibr150-2470547019850166][@bibr151-2470547019850166]--[@bibr152-2470547019850166]^

Concluding Remarks {#sec8-2470547019850166}
==================

Without question, the neuroimaging of individuals diagnosed with PTSD has provided valuable insight into PTSD-related alterations in frontal lobe structural integrity and functional activity. Volumetric deficits and altered activity patterns have been observed in the emotion-processing circuitry related to fear conditioned extinction, salience, and mood in PTSD, as might be expected given the symptomatology of PTSD. Yet, it is important to note that structural and functional abnormalities extend to frontal regions that mediate cognitive and executive functioning, areas that generally have not been theoretically implicated in PTSD. We hypothesize that the disturbed functioning of emotional circuitry impacts executive networks that mediate critical functions, such as rational thinking, inhibitory control, and working memory. Moving forward, postmortem analyses of PTSD brains have the potential to probe the cellular bases of these abnormalities and deepen our understanding of PTSD pathophysiology and the mechanisms underlying this debilitating condition. The establishment of the National PTSD Brain Bank^[@bibr153-2470547019850166]^ (<https://www.research.va.gov/programs/tissue_banking/ptsd/default.cfm>) has been instrumental in providing access to quality PTSD brains for ongoing research efforts in a number of laboratories, including our own. Our group is examining spine densities on neurons in the sgACC, mOFC, and dACC in PTSD and control brains and simultaneously assessing genetic and epigenetic signatures of these selected brain regions. This work and the work by others will lead to a clearer picture of the pathological substrates of PTSD and aid in developing strategies for preventing this disease, as well as novel therapies for treatment.
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[^1]: F: female; M: male; NS: not specified; OFC: orbitofrontal cortex; TE: trauma-exposed control; TN: trauma-naïve control; ROI: region of interest; rPTSD: remitted PTSD; SPM: statistical parametric mapping; VBM: voxel-based morphology; PTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.

[^2]: act: activity; amyg: amygdala; ant: anterior; anti-corr: anti-correlation compared to controls; BA: Brodmann area; BLA: basolateral amygdala; CMA: centromedial amygdala; coMDD: comorbid for major depressive disorder; corr: correlation compared to controls; CVA: canonical variates analysis; decr: decreased; F: female; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging; GAD: generalized anxiety disorder; hippo: hippocampus; incr: increased correlation compared to controls; M: male; rACC: rostral anterior cingulate cortex; NAcc: nucleus accumbens; NS: not specified; SCR: skin conductance response; PCC: posterior cingulate cortex; PET: photon emission tomography; TE: trauma-exposed controls; thal: thalamus; vlPFC: ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; vmPFC: ventromedial prefrontal cortex; vs.: versus.

[^3]: BA: Brodmann area; BOLD: blood oxygenation level-dependent; dACC: decr, decreased compared to controls; Dis: dissociative subtype; dACC: dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; dmPFC: dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; dlPFC: dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; vlPFC: ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; F: female; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging; incr: increased compared to controls; M: male; MDD: major depressive disorder; neg.: negative; NS: not specified either in text or illustrations; pos.: positive; rACC: rostral anterior cingulate cortex; SCR: skin conductance response; SPECT: single photon emission tomography; TE: trauma-exposed controls; TN: trauma-naïve controls; vs.: versus; WM: working memory.
